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By Louise Cutting

Taunton Press, United States, 2012. DVD video. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Learn couture tips on sewing from a savvy insider. In Industry Insider Techniques, Vol. 4, DVD,
the well-known sewing maven Louise Cutting shares closely held trade secrets related to fitting and
finishing. Adjust any pattern for a better fit on top. The step-by-step sewing techniques
demonstrated in Volume 4 show you how avoid common problems and learn how to: adjust any
pattern to get a perfectly fitted bodiceinsert sleeves where there were noneproperly proportion
sleeves to look and feel goodfinish cuffs with expertly curved edges Sew smarter with time-saving
shortcuts. Your days of disappointing results are over because this video demonstrates garment
sewing alterations that can be made right on the pattern, avoiding lost time reworking seams or
adding darts later. Plus, you can finally learn one of the industry s best-kept secrets: the shoulder
fitting technique that ensures a comfortable, no-tug fit every time. Topic covered in Industry Insider
Techniques, Vol. 4 include: Adjusting bust circumference, no-dart bust adjustment, adjusting for a
full bust, placing sleeves in a sleeveless garment, enlarging sleeve circumference, expanding the
upper bodice, forming a sleeve placket, edging curved cuffs....
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I just started o  reading this article publication. It is definitely simplistic but surprises in the 50 percent of your ebook. You are going to like how the author
create this publication.
-- Clint La ba die-- Clint La ba die

This sort of pdf is every little thing and made me seeking forward and a lot more. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a worth reading
through. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Chr istopher  K oz ey-- Chr istopher  K oz ey
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